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INTRODUCTION
Quantized enveloping algebras are quantum analogues of the universal
enveloping algebras corresponding to semisimple and reductive Lie alge-
bras over C. They were first discovered, in the simplest case, in 1981, and
they have been used in areas of mathematics as diverse as Lie theory,
statistical mechanics, knot theory, and quantum theory.
 .The q-Schur algebras, S n, r , are quantum analogues of the Schurq
 .algebras S n, r which were invented by Schur to classify the homogeneous
polynomial representations of GL of degree r over C. The algebrasn
 .S n, r have applications to the representation theory of GL over theq n
finite field F in the nondescribing characteristic.q
w xBeilinson et al. 1, Sect. 5.7 define surjective algebra homomorphisms,
 .u , from an integral form, U gl , of the quantized enveloping algebra ofr A n
the Lie algebra gl to certain finite-dimensional associative algebras whichn
 w x.  .turn out see 3 to be isomorphic to the q-Schur algebras, S n, r . Theq
main aim of this paper is to investigate the properties of the surjective
algebra homomorphism, u s u . In particular, we would like to be able tor
find preimages of elements of the q-Schur algebra under this map, and we
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The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1, we make some
 .definitions and describe a certain basis for U gl . In Section 2, we studyA n
 .the restriction of u to certain subalgebras of U gl . In Section 3, we useA n
the properties of quantized codeterminants associated with q-Schur alge-
 w x.bras which were introduced by the author in 6 to complete our descrip-
 .  .tion of the relationship between U gl and S n, r .A n q
1. QUANTIZED ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS AND
q-SCHUR ALGEBRAS
w y1 xLet A [ Z ¨ , ¨ . We will define the quantized enveloping algebra
 .  .  .U gl over Q ¨ corresponding to the Lie algebra gl and its associatedn n
 .  .A-form U gl . We also introduce the q-Schur algebra S n, r , which isA n q
an associative algebra with 1 with base ring A unless otherwise stated. As
w x 2in 3 , the relationship between q and ¨ is given by q s ¨ , so, strictly
 .  .speaking, the q-Schur algebra we use will be A m S n, r , since S n, r isq q
w y1 xusually defined to be over the ring Z q, q . For this reason, we will often
 .  .refer to our ``extended'' S n, r as the ¨-Schur algebra, S n, r .q ¨
 .  .  .The two algebras U gl and S n, r specialize when ¨ s 1 to anA n ¨
 .A-form of the universal enveloping algebra U gl and the Schur algebran
 .S n, r , respectively. After specialization, the base ring becomes Z. The
symbols n and r shall be reserved for the integers given in the definitions
of these three algebras.
 .1.1. The Quantized En¨eloping Algebra U gln
 .  . w xWe now define the algebra U gl over Q ¨ as in 3 . It is given byn
algebra generators
E , F , K , Ky1i i j j
 .where 1 F i F n y 1 and 1 F j F n subject to the relations
K K s K K , 1 .i j j i
K Ky1 s 1, 2 .i i
K E s ¨ eq i , j.E K , 3 .i j j i
K F s ¨ ey i , j.F K , 4 .i j j i
K Ky1 y Ky1Ki iq1 i iq1
E F y F E s d , 5 .i j j i i j y1¨ y ¨
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< <E E s E E if i y j ) 1, 6 .i j j i
< <F F s F F if i y j ) 1, 7 .i j j i
2 y1 2 < <E E y ¨ q ¨ E E E q E E s 0 if i y j s 1, 8 .  .i j i j i j i
2 y1 2 < <F F y ¨ q ¨ F F F q F F s 0 if i y j s 1. 9 .  .j i j i j i j
Here,
1 if j s i ;¡
q ~e i , j [ . y1 if j s i y 1;¢
0 otherwise;
and
1 if j s i y 1;¡
y ~e i , j [ . y1 if j s i ;¢
0 otherwise.
 .We introduce certain elements of Q ¨ , as follows.
w xWe will define the quantum integer a , where a is a nonnegative¨
integer, to be
¨ a y ¨ya
.y1¨ y ¨
We also define quantized factorials by
a
w x w xa ![ k ,¨ ¨
ks1
and quantized binomial coefficients by
w xa !¨a
[ .
b w x w xb ! a y b !¨ ¨
Note that when ¨ is specialized to 1, these become ordinary integers,
factorials, and binomial coefficients, respectively.
 .If X is an element of U gl and c is a nonnegative integer, then then
di¨ ided power X c. is defined to be
X c
.w xc !¨
 .In this paper, we work with an integral form of U gl , which is denotedn
 .by U gl , or U for short. This is an A-algebra which is generated by theA n
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 .elements of U gl given byn
Ec. 1 F i - n , c g N 10 .  .i
F c. 1 F i - n , c g N 11 .  .i
K 1 F j F n 12 .  .j
K ; 0j 1 F j F n , t g N . 13 .  .
t
Here,
cysq1 y1 ycqsy1t K ¨ y K ¨K ; c i ii [ . s ys¨ y ¨t ss1
The A-algebra Uy is the subalgebra with 1 generated by the elements in
 .  .  .11 , subject to relations of forms 7 and 9 .
The A-algebra U 0 is the subalgebra with 1 generated by the elements in
 .  .  .  .12 and 13 , subject to relations of forms 1 and 2 .
The A-algebra Uq is the subalgebra with 1 generated by the elements in
 .  .  .10 , subject to relations of forms 6 and 8 .
 w x. y 0 qIt is known see 10, Sect. 3.2 that U ( U m U m U as A-modules.
 .1.2. The q-Schur Algebra, S n, rq
Denote by Q the set of n = n matrices with nonnegative integerr
coefficients whose entries sum to r.
Let V be a vector space of dimension r over a field F, and let F be the
set of all n-step flags
V ; V ; ??? ; V s V .1 2 n
 .The group G s GL V acts naturally on F, and hence diagonally on
 X.X s F = F. Choose f , f g X. Then
f s V ; V ; ??? ; V , and f X s V X ; V X ; ??? ; V X . .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
X  4Set V s V s 0 and define0 0
a s dim V q V l V X y dim V q V l V X . .  . .  .i j iy1 i j iy1 i jy1
 X.  .The map from f , f to a induces a bijection between the set of Gi j
 w x.orbits on X and the set Q see 3 . Define O to be the G-orbitr A
corresponding to A g Q .r
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Now suppose F as above is a finite field with q elements. It is shown in
w x X Y X Y1 that for A, A , A g Q , there exists a function g given byr A, A , A , q
X Y Xg [ f g F : f , f g O , f , f g O 4 .  .A , A , A , q 1 A 2 A
s c q c q q ??? qc q m ,0 1 m
where the c are integers that do not depend on the prime power q, andi
 . w 2 xY X Yf , f g O . The Z ¨ -polynomial g is defined by1 2 A A, A , A
g X Y [ c q c ¨ 2 q ??? qc ¨ 2 m .A , A , A 0 1 m
 w x w x.We now define following 3 or 1, Proposition 1.2 the q-Schur algebra,
 . w y1 x  4S n, r , to be the free Z q, q -module with basis e : A g Q and withq A r
associative multiplication given by
e e X s g X Y e Y .A A A , A , A A
YA gQr
w xDu 3 remarks that this algebra is canonically isomorphic to the q-Schur
algebra defined by Dipper and James, by exhibiting the following corre-
spondence between basis elements e and basis elements f d as definedA lm
 .by Dipper and James. Here, the elements l and m lie in L n, r , which is
the set of compositions of r into n parts, and d g D , which is the set oflm
distinguished W -W double coset representatives for the Young subgroupsl m
W and W of S , the symmetric group on r letters. Suppose l sl m r
 .  .l , . . . , l and m s m , . . . , m . For each a g n, we define I to be the1 n 1 n a
subset of n given by
 4I [ l q ??? ql q 1, l q ??? ql q 2, . . . , l q ??? ql .a 1 ay1 1 ay1 1 a
Similarly, we define J to be the analogous subset of n corresponding to ma
and a . Given a Dipper]James basis element, f d , we define a correspond-lm
ing matrix A via
< <A [ d J l I . .ab b a
This procedure sets up the required isomorphism by sending f d to e . Itlm A
should be noted that l corresponds to the sums of the rows of A, and m
to the sums of the columns of A.
w x  .We will also be using certain elements A in S n, r . These are closely¨
related to the basis elements e viaA
w x ydim OAqd im pr1OA.A [ ¨ e .A
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wHere, the map pr is the first projection from X to F. Beilinson et al. 1,1
x2.3 prove that
dim O y dim pr O s A A , . A 1 A i j k l
i , j , k , l
where the indices are required to satisfy i G k and j - l.
 4It is convenient to have an alternative description of the basis e ofA
 .S n, r , which we present below.q
 .Let I n, r be the set of all ordered r-tuples of elements from the set
 4  .n [ 1, . . . , n . The symmetric group S acts on the set I s I n, r on ther
right by place permutation in the obvious way, i.e., via
i , . . . , i .p [ i , . . . , i . .  .1 r 1.p r .p
 .  .It also acts on the set I = I as i, j p s ip , jp . We write i ; j if i and j
 .  X X.  .  X X.are in the same S -orbit of I, and i, j ; i , j if i, j and i , j are inr
the same S -orbit of I = I. We now introduce a set of symbols j , wherer i, j
 .  X X.X Xi, j g I, and we identify j and j if and only if i, j ; i , j . The seti, j i , j
 .of all j as i, j ranges over a transversal V of all S -orbits of I = I cani, j r
 w x.  .be shown see, e.g., 4 to index a basis for S n, r . We will usually write j l
as shorthand for j .l, l
 .  .Let i s i , . . . , i and j s j , . . . , j be elements of I. We now iden-1 r 1 r
 .tify j with e , where the x, y -entry of the matrix A is given by thei, j A
 .number of pairs i , j such that i s x and j s y. It is easily seen thats s s s
this is well-defined and that the matrix A is an n = n matrix with
nonnegative integer entries summing to r. It is also easy to see that the
map is surjective, and hence bijective because both bases contain the same
number of elements. From now on, we equate j with the element e ofi, j A
 .S n, r as above.q
 .The following well-known facts about the multiplication in S n, r areq
 w x .important. Proofs can be found in 2, Sect. 2 .
 .i j j s 0 unless j ; k, in which case it is nonzero.i, j k , l
 .ii j j s j .i i, j i, j
 .iii j j s j .i, j j i, j
 .  .1.3. The Map u : U gl ª S n, rA n ¨
w x  .It is proved in 3 that there exists an algebra homomorphism u : U glA n
 .  .ª S n, r . This makes S n, r into a U-module, and shows that it is a¨ ¨
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w xquotient of U. This is given, following 3 , as
w xu E s E q D , . i i , iq1
DgD , E qDgQi , iq1 r
w xu F s E q D , . i iq1, i
DgD , E qDgQiq1, i r
d i w xu K s ¨ D , . i
DgDr
y1 ydi w xQ K s ¨ D . . i
DgDr
Here, D is the set of diagonal matrices, and D means D l Q . The matrixr r
 .E has 1 in the a, b position and zeros elsewhere, and the matrix D isa, b
 .of the form diag d , . . . , d .1 n
1.4. Root Systems of Type Any1
We now state without proof some properties of root systems. The
general theory of these can be found in any good text on Lie algebras.
 .Associated with the Lie algebra sl , or in our case gl , is a certainn n
 .collection of vectors in n y 1 -dimensional Euclidean space known as a
root system of type A . It is well known that this root system contains anny1
 .  4independent subset the fundamental roots a , . . . , a such that any1 ny1
other root is of form
a s a q a q ??? qa 1 F i F j - n .i iq1 j
or of form
a s ya y a y ??? ya 1 F i F j - n . .i iq1 j
In the first case, the root a is called positi¨ e, and in the second case, the
root a is called negati¨ e. Denote these two sets of roots by Fq and Fy,
respectively.
 .We will also write a i, j q 1 to denote the positive root a q ai iq1
q ??? qa .j
 .  .We define the height h a , of a s a i, j to be j y i.
w x   .. Following 9, Sect. 2.2 , we define the function g a i, j s j y 1. The
function g finds the index of the highest fundamental root occurring with
.nonzero coefficient in its argument.
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 . q qThe bilinear map , : F = F ª Z is defined to satisfy
2 if i s j;¡~a , a [ < < . y1 if i y j s 1;i j ¢
0 otherwise.
1.5. Tableaux and Codeterminants
w xFollowing 6, Sect. 1.9 , we define a q-codeterminant, or ``codeterminant''
when the context is clear, to be a nonzero product e e X of two basisA A
 . elements of S n, r . Note that a codeterminant is more than just aq
.product of two basis elements; the given factorization is also important.
We introduce the set
L s L n , r [ l s l , . . . , l : l g N for all n g n, l s r .  . 1 n n 0 n 5
n
and
q q  4L s L n , r [ l g L : l G ??? G l . . 1 n
Here, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers.0
An element of L is called a weight, and is dominant if l g Lq. There is
an obvious correspondence between elements of Lq and partitions of r
into not more than n parts.
 .  .The weight wt i of an element i g I n, r is the element a g L given
< 4 <by a s r g r : i s n for all n g n. If i, j g I, it is clear that i ; j ifn r
 .  .and only if wt i s wt j .
For each l g Lq we define a basic l-tableau T l by writing the integers
 .1, . . . , r into a Young diagram in some arbitrary but henceforth fixed
order. In practice, the order we pick will always be row by row, starting
.with the top row, and filling each row from left to right. To each i g I we
now associate the l-tableau T l s iT l. For example, let n s 4, r s 7, l si
 .4, 2, 1, 0 . Using our choice of basic l-tableau, then
1 2 3 4
l 5 6T s
7
and
i i i i1 2 3 4
lT s i ii 5 6
i7
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If l g Lq and i g I, the l-tableau T l is said to be standard if thei
elements in each row increase weakly from left to right, and the elements
in each column increase strictly from top to bottom. We define
I [ I n , r s i g I : T l is standard . .  4l l i
We say a l-tableau T l is row-semistandard if the elements in each rowi
increase weakly from left to right, and define the set
I X [ I X n , r s i g I : T l is row-semistandard . .  4l l i
It is clear that in a standard tableau, all the entries equal to s must
appear in the first s rows, by an easy induction on s. There is exactly one
 . l  .element of I, denoted by l s l l , for which T is standard and wt l sl
 l .l. The entries in the sth row of the tableau T are all equal to s .l
We find from the correspondence between the elements e and theA
elements j that any codeterminant can be written as j j , wherei, j i, l l , j
 .  . w xl s l l for some l g L n, r . Following 6 , we shall usually express this
as Y l .i, j
 X:With any ordered pair T , T of standard tableaux of the same shape,
each consisting of r boxes and having entries in n, we associate a certain
 .Xcodeterminant e e in S n, r as follows.A A q
The entry A of A is defined to be the number of occurrences of i ini j
the jth row of the tableau T , or zero if there is no such entry.
The entry AX of A is defined to be the number of occurrences of j ini j
the ith row of the tableau T X, or zero if there is no such entry.
The fact that the tableaux are of the same shape forces the product
e e X to be nonzero, because it is of form j j , and by using theA A i, l l , j
 . Xproduct rule for S n, r , we find that this is nonzero, and hence e e is aq A A
codeterminant. We call such a codeterminant a standard codeterminant.
w xThis definition agrees with that in 6 .
It should be noted that, because the tableaux T and T X are standard, the
matrix A must be lower triangular, and the matrix AX must be upper
triangular.
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and
1 1 2
X 2 2T s
3
Then the matrices A and AX are given by
1 0 0
A s 1 1 0 /1 1 1
and
2 1 0
XA s .0 2 0 /0 0 1
1.6. Bases for Uy and Uq
We now describe Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt type bases for Uy and forÂ
Uq which are compatible with the properties of u .
We define certain elements E and F for each positive root aa a
corresponding to gl as follows.n
 .Let a s a q a q ??? qa be a typical positive root in type A ,i iq1 j ny1
where the a are, as usual, the fundamental roots. Let g s a y a in thei j
case where i / j. Then define, by induction on j y i,
E E y ¨y1E E if i / j;g j j gE [a  E if i s j.i
Let a s a q a q ??? qa and b s a y a if i / j. We define, byi iq1 j i
induction on j y i,
F F y ¨y1F F if i / j;b i i bF [a  F if i s j.i
We also order the elements E and the elements F as follows.a a
 .The element E precedes or appears to the left of the elementa  i, j.
 .E if i ) k or i s k and j ) l .a k , l .
 .The element F precedes or appears to the left of the elementa  i, j.
 .F if j - l or j s l and i - k .a k , l .
Note that this definition is essentially the same as that given by Jimbo
w x8 .
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EXAMPLE. Let n s 4. In this case, the positive roots are
a , a q a , a q a q a , a , a q a , a .1 1 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 3
The ordering on the elements E corresponds to the orderinga
a 3, 4 - a 2, 4 - a 2, 3 - a 1, 4 - a 1, 3 - a 1, 2 .  .  .  .  .  .
on the positive roots, and the ordering on the elements F corresponds toa
the ordering
a 1, 2 - a 1, 3 - a 2, 3 - a 1, 4 - a 2, 4 - a 3, 4 .  .  .  .  .  .
on the positive roots.
q q q q . qLEMMA 1.1. Define c : U ª U by c E [ E . Then c extendsi nyi
naturally to an A-algebra isomorphism cq: Uqª Uq.
y y y y . yDefine c : U ª U by c F [ F . Then c extends naturally to ani nyi
A-algebra isomorphism cy: Uyª Uy.
q  .Proof. The map c is self-inverse, and preserves the relations 6 and
 .8 .
y  .  .The map c is self-inverse, and preserves the relations 7 and 9 .
LEMMA 1.2. There is an A-algebra isomorphism vy: Uyª Uq gi¨ en by
y .v F s E .i i
q q y q .There is an A-algebra isomorphism v : U ª U gi¨ en by v E s F .i i
Proof. Since vy and vq are mutual inverses, and they are clearly
surjective, it suffices to check that each one preserves the relations. This is
 .  .  .  .immediate from the nature of the relations 6 , 7 , 8 , and 9 .
 . q y ..LEMMA 1.3. i c v F s E .a  i, j. a nq1yj, nq1yi.
 .ii F precedes F in the ordering on the elements F if and only ifa b g
q y .. q y ..c v F precedes c v F in the ordering on the E .a b g
 .  .Proof. We first prove i , using induction on h s h a . The case h s 1
follows from the definition of vy.
For the general case, F s F F y ¨y1F F , bya  i, j. a  iq1, j. a  i, iq1. a  i, iq1. a  iq1, j.
definition. By induction, we have
cq vy F s E E . .a  i , j.. a nyjq1, nyi. a nyi , nyiq1.
y ¨y1E E ,a nyi , nyiq1. a nyi , nyjq1.
because cqvy is an algebra isomorphism. The result now follows from the
definition of E .a nyjq1, nyiq1.
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 .  .The proof of ii is immediate from the claim of i and the definitions of
the two orders.
DEFINITION. Define Vy to be the A-algebra given by generators
Ãc. q 0. 4  .F : a g F , c g Z where F s 1 and relationsa G 0 a
c q bc. b. cqb.Ã Ã ÃF F s F , 1 .a a ac
Ãc. Ãb. Ãb. Ãc.F F s F F if a , a s 0 and i - g a , 2 .  .  .a a a a ii i
Ãb. Ãc. yjycyj. byj. Ãcyj. Ã j. Ãbyj.X X XF F s ¨ F F F , 3 .a a a aqa a
jG0; jFc ; jFb
cb Ãc. Ãb. Ãb. Ãc.X X X X¨ F F s F F , 4 .a aqa aqa a
cb Ãb. Ãc. Ãc. Ãb.X X¨ F F s F F . 5 .aqa a a aqa
 .  .  .The relations 3 , 4 , and 5 are each subject to the restrictions that
 X.  X  ..   X.  .a ,a s y1 and either a s a and i - g a or h a s h a q 1 andi
 X.  ..g a s g a .
 . yPROPOSITION 1.4 Lusztig . There is an A-algebra isomorphism f : V ª
y Ã .U satisfying f F s F , and the seta ii
Ãca .F : c g Z a a G 0 5
qagF
is an A-basis for Vy, where the order taken for the product is the same as the
order on our elements F .a
w xProof. The required isomorphism is exhibited in 9, Theorem 4.5 . This
theorem also shows that with a certain fixed order, the products as shown
y above form an A-basis for V . Fortunately, this fixed order which is the
w  .x.reverse of the order shown in 9, 2.9 a is exactly the same as the order
we imposed on the elements F !.a
Ãw  .x  .From 9, Corollary 4.3, Proposition 1.8 d , we see that f F s F . Thisa ii
completes the proof.
 .PROPOSITION 1.5. i The set
By[ F ca . : c g Z , a a G 0 5
qagF
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where the product is taken in the order corresponding to that on the elements
F , is an A-basis for Uy.a
 .ii The set
Bq[ Eca . : c g Z , a a G 0 5
qagF
where the product is taken in the order corresponding to that on the elements
E , is an A-basis for Uq.a
 .  .Proof. The result ii will follow from Lemma 1.3 and i , so it is enough
 .to prove i .
 .  .To prove i , notice that the relation 3 before Proposition 1.4 shows
that
y1 Ã Ã Ã y1 Ã Ã¨ F s F F y ¨ F F .a  i , j. a  iq1, j. a  i , iq1. a  i , iq1. a  iq1, j.
ÃSince we know that F s F , we now see by an induction ona  i, iq1. a  i, iq1.
yh a .q1 Ã .  .h a that F s ¨ F . Since the claim of i is true if we replace F bya a
ÃF whenever it appears in the statement, and the element F differs froma
Ã  .F by a unit in A, we see that i holds. This completes the proof.a
2. THE RESTRICTION OF u TO Uy, U 0, AND Uq
The next aim is to obtain precise and general descriptions for Uql ker u
and for Uyl ker u , concentrating on the first case, because the second
case is essentially similar.
DEFINITION. Let X be the matrix
0 c c c ??? c1 2 3 ny1
0 0 c c ??? cn nq1 2 ny3
. .. . .. .
0 0 0 0 ??? cN 0
0 0 0 0 ??? 0
We define
y [ X , l , . . . , l , .X , r 1 n
< <l q ??? ql q X sr1 n
summed over all sets of nonnegative integers l , . . . , l , where the matrix1 n
 .  . < <X, l , . . . , l is given by X q diag l , . . . , l , and X denotes the sum1 n 1 n
of the entries in X.
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It is known that, for 1 F i F n y 1, E maps under u to y , where X isi X , r
 .the matrix E , having 1 in the i, i q 1 -place and zeros elsewhere.i, iq1
In order to prove the main result of this section we will rely on the
following lemma, which is a simple corollary of a lemma by Beilinson,
Lusztig, and MacPherson.
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a strictly upper triangular n = n matrix, with
< <X F r. Then,
b hq1.w xu E = y s 1 y d ¨ X q 1 y .  .h X , r < X < , r h , hq1 XqE , r¨ h , hq1
b  p.q ¨ X q 1 y , h , p XqE yE , r¨ h , p hq1 , p
w xpg hq2, n ; X G1hq1, p
 .where, as usual, E is the matrix with 1 in the i, j place, and 0 e¨erywherei, j
else.
Here,
b p [ X y X . .  . h , j hq1, j
j)p
Let X be a strictly lower triangular n = n matrix. Then,
b
Xh.w xu F = y s 1 y d ¨ X q 1 y .  .h X , r < X < , r hq1, h XqE , r¨ hq 1 , h
X
b  p.q ¨ X q 1 y . hq1, p XyE qE , r¨ h , p hq1 , p
w xpg 1, hy1 ; X G1h , p
Here,
b X p [ X y X . .  . hq1, j h , j
j-p
w x  .Proof. This follows from 1, Lemma 3.2 , using the formula for u E .i
DEFINITION. Let X be an n = n matrix with entries in Z. We say X
 .  .has the property P i, j where i and j are integers satisfying 1 F i F j - n
if it satisfies one of two conditions. If row j q 1 of X consists entirely of
 .zeros, then X has the property P i, j . Otherwise, let p be minimal such
that X is nonzero. If for each integer s such that i - s - j q 1, Xjq1, p s, t
 .s 0 for t G s q p y j, then X has the property P i, j . If neither condi-
 .tion holds, then X does not have the property P i, j .
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EXAMPLE. Suppose
3 5 1 0 3 4
5 2 3 0 3 1
0 4 0 0 0 0X s .
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0
1 3 0 2 4 4
 .  .Then X has the properties P k, k for all 1 F k - 6, and also P 1, 3 ,
 .  .  .P 2, 3 , P 2, 4 , and P 3, 4 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let a s a q a q ??? qa be a positi¨ e root.i iq1 j
Assume X is a strictly upper triangular matrix such that if D is a diagonal
n = n matrix with nonnegati¨ e integer entries, then X q D has the property
 .P i, s for all i - s F j. The action of E on y is gi¨ en bya X , r
x jq1.u E = y s 1 y d ¨ X q 1 y .  .a X , r < X < , r i , jq1 XqE , r¨ i , jq1
x p.q ¨ X q 1 y . i , p XqE yE , r¨ i , p jq1 , p
w xpg jq2, n ; X G1jq1, p
Here,
x p [ X y X . .  . i , m jq1, m
m)p
Proof. The proof is by induction on nX s j y i. The case nX s 0 is done
by Lemma 2.1. It now suffices to check that, when i - j and b s a y a , ifj
 .the hypothesis works for E and for E by induction , then it works forb j
E [ E E y ¨y1E E .a b j j b
Using the inductive hypothesis applied to E since we know the matrixb
 . .X has the property P i, s for all i - s F j y 1 , we can assume that
Xx  j.u E = y s 1 y d ¨ X q 1 y .  .b X , r < X < , r i , j XqE , r¨ i , j
Xx  p.q ¨ X q 1 y , i , p XqE yE , r¨ i , p j , p
w xpg jq1, n ; X G1j, p
where
xX p [ X y X . .  . i , m j , m
m)p
Rephrasing this informally, and concentrating on one particular term,
w x w xY of y , we find that a typical term in the action of E on Y is toX , r b
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 .decrease an entry in the j, p -place of Y by 1, for some suitable p, to
 .  X.increase the entry in the i, p -place by 1 resulting in a new matrix Y ,
and to multiply by
X Xy  p.¨ Y ,i , p ¨
where
yX p [ Y y Y . .  . i , m j , m
m)p
w xSimilarly, considering the action of E on Z we find that the action ofj
a typical term is, for some suitable pX, to decrease an entry in the
 X.  X.j q 1, p -place of Y by 1, to increase the entry in the j, p -place by 1
 X.resulting in a new matrix Z , and to multiply by
X X Xz  p .
X¨ Z ,i , p ¨
where
zX pX [ ZX y ZX . .  . j , m jq1, m
Xm)p
The crucial issue is the extent to which these two actions fail to
commute if p / pX. Let us suppose that p / pX. We claim that the property
 . X XP as above forces p F p . Suppose to the contrary that p ) p . This
 X.implies that the matrix Y has nonzero entries in the j q 1, p -place and
 .in the j, p -place. However, the matrix Y is assumed to have property
 . YP i, j , and we are also assuming that row j q 1 is not empty. Let p be
minimal such that Y Y is nonzero. Then we must have pY F pX - p.jq1, p
Putting s s j in the definition of the property P which is valid since
X . Yn s j y i ) 0 , we see that Y s 0 for t G p , so in particular, Y s 0.j, t j, p
This is a contradiction.
w xNext, consider a typical term, A , of y . Of course, A is an upperX , r
triangular matrix. Acting E E on this matrix, on the left, we obtain theb j
w X x   .  X.new matrix A with entries j, p and j q 1, p decreased by 1, and
 .  X. .entries i, p and j, p increased by 1 with coefficient
x
XA q 1 A q 1 ¨ ,i , p j , p¨ ¨
where




A y A q A y A y 1. .  . j , m jq1, m i , m j , m
Xm)p m)p
w X xSimilarly, computing the action of E E , we find that matrix A occursj b
with coefficient
Xx
XA q 1 A q 1 ¨ ,i , p j , p¨ ¨
where
xX s A y A q A y A , .  . j , m jq1, m i , m j , m
Xm)p m)p
which is exactly ¨ times the coefficient with the elements acting the other
way around. Thus, in the action of E E y ¨y1E E , the above termsb j j b
cancel out.
The only remaining terms correspond to the situation p s pX. Using
w X xmethods similar to those above, we find that the coefficient of A in the
y1 w xaction of E E y ¨ E E on A isb j j b
YxA q 1 A q 1 ¨ ,i , p j , p¨ ¨
where
xY s A y A . . i , m jq1, m
m)p
w xIn fact, A is equal to zero, because the matrix A has the propertyj, p
 . w xP i, j and A is nonzero. Hence A q 1 s 1.jq1, p j, p ¨
Notice that this argument is essentially independent of the entries on
the diagonal of A. It therefore applies equally well to the action of E ona
y , thus establishing the inductive hypothesis for for E .X , r a
This completes the proof.
Recall from Section 1 the ordering defined on Fq associated with the
elements E . Denote the last root in this list by b , the second from last bya 1
b , etc.2
PROPOSITION 2.3. The element
EcN . ??? Ec1.b bN 1
< <maps under u to y . If X ) r, then the gi¨ en basis element maps to zero.X , r
Proof. The proof will be by induction on nX s N c . The case nX s 1ks1 k
is done by Lemma 2.2. For the general case, we will prove the equivalent
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statement that
N
c cN 1 w xu E ??? E s c ! y . . b b k X , r¨N 1  /ks1
Let p be maximal such that c is nonzero, and let X X be the matrixp
obtained by decreasing the entry in the position corresponding to c in Xp
w xXby 1. We now need to check that E acts on y to give c y , asb X , r p ¨ X , rp
expected. If nX ) r q 1 then there is nothing to prove, because y X s 0,X , r
by the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise, express b in the form a q ap i iq1
q ??? qa . The ordering chosen for the positive roots guarantees that if Dj
is a diagonal n = n matrix with nonnegative integer entries, then the
matrix X X q D has no nonzero entries between rows i q 1 and j q 1
inclusive, except possibly on the diagonal. This means that X X q D has the
 .properties P i, s for i - s F j, so we can apply Lemma 2.2. Since
X s 0 for t ) j q 1, we find that only the first term occurring injq1, t
Lemma 2.2 can appear. If nX s r, then we find that this term, too, is zero,
making our element map under u to zero, as expected. Further scrutiny of
the matrices X X and X reveals that X s 0 for m ) j q 1; again this isi, m
by properties of the ordering chosen on the positive roots. This means that
 .the quantity x j q 1 occurring in Lemma 2.2 is equal to 0, and the
inductive step immediately follows.
COROLLARY 2.4. Uql ker u is generated by those basis elements which
map to zero under u , i.e.,
N
q c . c .N 1U l ker u s E ??? E : c G r q 1 .b b iN 1 ; 5
is1
Proof. The basis elements which do not map to zero all map to
elements with different associated matrices X, and hence their images are
linearly independent. The corollary now follows.
 q.  .COROLLARY 2.5. u U is the subalgebra of S n, r generated by yq X , r
for all possible X of zero triangular form.
 q.Proof. Clearly u U is the subspace generated by the images of the
PBW-type basis elements of Uq. These elements either map to zero, or to
a multiple of one of the above elements y .X , r
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 q.COROLLARY 2.6. The dimension of u U is gi¨ en by
n q r / .2 /r
Proof. First, observe that by elementary properties of Pascal's triangle,
r n nq i y 1 q r /  /s .2 2  / 0is0 ri
Second, recall that the number of compositions of r into m pieces is
known to be
m q r y 1 . /r
 q.To count the dimension of u U , it suffices to enumerate the possible
matrices X, because the corresponding y are linearly independent. TheX , r
possibilities for X correspond to compositions of integers between 0 and r
 .into n n y 1 r2 pieces. The result now follows.
Remarks on the beha¨ior of Uy. The corresponding results for Uy are
similar in spirit, and correspond to ``rotating the basis matrices by a half
turn.''
Recall the ordering on Fq associated with the elements F . Denote thea
last root in this list by g , the second from last by g , etc. We have the1 2
following result.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let X be the matrix
0 0 0 0 ??? 0
c 0 0 0 ??? 0N
. .. . .. .
c ??? c c 0 02 ny3 nq1 n 0
c ??? c c c 0ny1 3 2 1
We define
z [ X , l , . . . , l , .X , r 1 n
< <l q ??? ql q X sr1 n
summed o¨er all sets of nonnegati¨ e integers l , . . . , l , where the matrix1 n
 .  . < <X, l , . . . , l is gi¨ en by X q diag l , . . . , l , and X denotes the sum of1 n 1 n
the entries in X.
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Then the element
F cN . ??? F c1.g gN 1
< <maps under u to z . If X ) r, then the gi¨ en basis element maps to zero.X , r
The intersection of Uy with the kernel of u is gi¨ en by
N
y a . a .N 1U l ker u s F ??? F : a G r q 1 .g g iN 1 ; 5
is1
Proof. This is the same as the proof of the corresponding result for Uq,
with trivial changes.
We now investigate the case of U 0 l ker u . To do this, we require the
following result.
PROPOSITION 2.8. A basis for U 0 is gi¨ en by the set
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nK K ??? K ??? ,1 2 n t t t1 2 n
 4where d g 0, 1 and t g N, and wherei i
cysq1 y1 ycqsy1t K ¨ y K ¨K ; c i i1 [ . s ys¨ y ¨t ss1
w xProof. This follows from 9, Proposition 2.14, Theorem 4.5 .
We wish to investigate the images under u of these basis elements. We
know that
di w xu K s ¨ D , . i
DgDr
 .where D s diag d , . . . , d , D is the set of n = n diagonal matrices with1 n r
nonnegative integer entries summing to r, and as usual
w x ydim ODqd im pr1OD .D s ¨ e ,D
w xbut since D is diagonal, it is not hard to see that D s e . Since eD D
1 w xcorresponds to f in the notation of Dipper and James 2 , we see thatll
the e form a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents. Armed with thisD
information, one can easily work out the images of products of the K ,i
because the multiplication in the ¨-Schur algebra is componentwise.
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LEMMA 2.9.
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nu K K ??? K ???1 2 n /t t t1 2 n
d d d1 2 nd d q ? ? ? qd d1 1 n n w xs ¨ ??? D . t t t1 2 nDgDr
w  .xProof. This was proved in 3, 3.4 a .
 . nCOROLLARY 2.10. a If  t s r, thenis1 i
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d d t q ? ? ? qd t1 2 n 1 1 n n w xu K K ??? K ??? s ¨ T ,1 2 n /t t t1 2 n
where T g D and the diagonal entries of T are t , . . . , t .r 1 n
 . nb If  t ) r, thenis1 i
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nu K K ??? K ??? s 0.1 2 n /t t t1 2 n
Proof. Note that if d - t theni i
di s 0.
ti
 .It now follows, in case a , that there is only one term in the sum given in
Lemma 2.9, namely the one given. By a similar argument, we find that in
 .case b there are no surviving terms in the sum of Lemma 2.9.
Corollary 2.10 provides us with a large part of U 0 l ker u . The rest
comes from considering basis elements H of U 0 satisfying n t F r, andis1 i
subtracting other elements corresponding, via Corollary 2.10, to the terms
 .appearing in u H , yielding:
COROLLARY 2.11.
K ; 0 K ; 01 nd d1 nu K ??? K ???1 n t t 1 n
d d K ; 0 K ; 01 n 1 nd d q ? ? ? qd d1 1 n ny ¨ ??? ??? s 0. t t d d /1 n 1 nDgDr
Proof. Use Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.10.
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Using the basis of U 0 described earlier, it is now possible to describe
U 0 l ker u exactly.
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let k be the function on the basis of U 0 gi¨ en inn, r
Proposition 2.8 sending
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nK K ??? K ???1 2 n t t t1 2 n
to
K ; 0 K ; 01 nd d1 nK ??? K ???1 n t t1 n
d d K ; 0 K ; 01 n 1 nd d q ? ? ? qd d1 1 n ny ¨ ??? ??? . t t d d1 n 1 nDgDr
0   .4Then a basis for U l ker u is gi¨ en by k H as H runs through basisn, r
elements of the form
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nK K ??? K ???1 2 n t t t1 2 n
except those where all the d are equal to zero and n t s r.i is1 i
  ..Proof. By Corollary 2.11, u k H s 0 for all basis elements H. Byn, r
Corollary 2.10, if n t / r, or n t s r and not all the d are zero, thenis1 i is1 i i
 .  .H occurs as a ``lowest term'' since d G t of coefficient 1 in k H . Ini i n, r
 .this case, k H is nonzero. This proves that the elements given in then, r
statement of the proposition are linearly independent in U 0.
Also by Corollary 2.10, if n t s r, and all the d are zero, thenis1 i i
 .  . w xk H s 0. In this case, u H is some diagonal basis element D , andn, r
all such basis elements turn up as the image of exactly one such H. This
  .4proves that the elements k H as given in the statement of then, r
proposition span U l ker u , as required.0
DEFINITION. Take as a basis B0 of U 0 the elements
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nd d d1 2 nK K ??? K ??? ,1 2 n t t t1 2 n
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where t g N , and n t ) r or both n t s r and all the d are equali 0 is1 i is1 i i
to zero, together with the elements
K ; 0 K ; 01 nd d1 nK ??? K ???1 n t t1 n
d d K ; 0 K ; 01 n 1 nd d q ? ? ? qd d1 1 n ny ¨ ??? ??? , t t d d1 n 1 nDgDr
where t g N , and n t - r or both n t s r and at least one d isi 0 is1 i is1 i i
nonzero.
This basis will be useful in Section 3.
Note that we now know that B s Bym B0 m Bq is a basis for U. This
provides a very convenient context in which to study u .
3. CODETERMINANTS, EXPLICIT SURJECTIVITY,
 .AND ker u
We now study some of the properties of U G 0, the subalgebra of U
generated by U 0 and Uq, and U F 0, the subalgebra of U generated by U 0
and Uy. We concentrate on U G 0.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be an upper triangular matrix corresponding to a
 .basis element of S n, r . Let t be the sum of the entries in row i of A. Thenq i
the element of U G 0 gi¨ en by
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 n c . c .N 1??? E ??? Eb bN 1t t t1 2 n
w xmaps under u to A , where the c correspond to the entries abo¨e thei
diagonal in A according to the order on the positi¨ e roots associated with the
elements E .a
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.3, Corollary 2.10, and the follow-
wing fact. In the q-Schur algebra as presented by Dipper and James 2, Sect.
x2 , they show that
f d f1 s d f d ,ab cc bc ac
and that
f1 f d s d f d .aa bc ab ac
Recalling the discussion before Lemma 2.9, and the correspondence be-
w x w xw x w xtween A -basis and f -basis, one sees clearly that D A s A iflm
w x w x w xw xthe diagonal entries of D are the row sums of A , and D A s 0
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otherwise. Therefore, the effect of the U 0 part of the element given in the
proposition is to pick out one term of the y expression corresponding toX , r
the Uq-part of the element in the proposition. The matrix C corresponding
w xto the term C picked out in this way has the same row sums as A, and is
the same above the diagonal, so it must actually be A.
These remarks suffice to prove the proposition.
COROLLARY 3.2. The image of U G 0 under u is precisely the subspace of
 .S n, r spanned by the upper triangular basis elements.q
Proof. All basis elements in the basis B0 m Bq of U G 0 map under u
to sums of upper triangular basis elements. We know from Proposition 3.1
that we can find an element of U G 0 mapping to any desired upper
triangular basis element. This completes the proof.
Remark. The image of U G 0 under u is, in the classical case, precisely
the so-called Borel subalgebra of the Schur algebra, often denoted by Sq.
Similarly, the image of U F 0 is the subalgebra denoted by by Sy in the
 F 0.literature, and u U is the subalgebra spanned by lower triangular basis
elements.
The situation for U F 0 is extremely similar. For example, Proposition 3.1
becomes:
Let A be a lower triangular matrix corresponding to a basis element of
 .S n, r . Let t be the sum of the entries in column i of A. Then theq i
element U G 0 given by
K ; 0 K ; 0 K ; 01 2 nc . c .N 1F ??? F ???g gN 1 t t t1 2 n
w xmaps under u to A , where the c correspond to the entries below thei
diagonal in A according to the usual order on the positive roots associated
with the elements F .a
 .We are now in a position to describe the relationship between U gln
 .and S n, r . Recall from Section 1.1 that¨
U ( Uym U 0 m Uq.
We will work with the basis B s Bym B0 m Bq for the algebra U.
We find from earlier results that all but finitely many elements of B
map to zero under u . We will show that the elements of B which do not
 .map to zero map to elements of S n, r which are closely related to¨
codeterminants.
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DEFINITIONS. If Y l is a typical q-codeterminant given by the factor-i, j
Ãl X . w xw xXization e e , then denote by Y the element of S n, r given by A A .A A i, j ¨
ÃlWe will call the elements Y ¨-codeterminants. Recall that the triplei, j
 . w xw X xl, i, j is related to the product A A as follows. The entry A of A isa, b
defined to be the number of occurrences of a in the bth row of the
tableau of shape l corresponding to i. The entry AX of AX is defined toa, b
be the number of occurrences of b in the ath row of the tableau of shape
l corresponding to j.
We now recall the straightening formula for q-codeterminants.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Y l be any q-codeterminant.i, j
l w y1 xThen Y is a Z q, q -linear combination of standard q-codeterminants.i, j
The coefficients arising in this expression are unique.
w xProof. This is done in 6, Corollary 3.7 , where it was shown that the
 .standard q-codeterminants form a free basis for S n, r .q
We immediately have the following corollary:
ÃlCOROLLARY 3.4. Let Y be any ¨-codeterminant.i, j
Ãl y1w xThen Y is a Z ¨ , ¨ -linear combination of standard ¨-codeterminants.i, j
The coefficients arising in this expression are unique.
Ãl lProof. The follows because the element Y is a power of ¨ times Y ,i, j i, j
2and q s ¨ .
DEFINITIONS. Define the elements C l, i, j g A to be such thatm, a, b
Ãl l , i , j ÃmY s C Y ,i , j m , a , b a , b
m , a , b
 . mwhere the sum is taken over all triples m, a, b such that Y is aa, b
standard codeterminant.
Let Y l be a codeterminant, equal to e e X . If A is lower triangular andi, j A A
X l ÃlA is upper triangular, then we say that Y and Y are distinguished.i, j i, j
Note that any standard codeterminant is distinguished. This follows
from the correspondence between the j and the e , and the fact that ini, j A
a standard tableau, all entries in the ith row are greater than or equal to i.
 .Refer to Section 1.5 for more details.
THEOREM 3.5. Any element of the basis B of U which does not map to
zero maps to a distinguished ¨-codeterminant. E¨ery distinguished ¨-codeter-
minant is the image of one element of B in a natural way.
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Proof. From our earlier analysis of ker u l U, we find that the only
elements of B which do not map to zero under u are of form
n K ; 0ic . b .a ab s F E ,  a atq qiis1agF agF
where  c F r,  b F r, and  t s r. We know that the elementa a a a i i
n K ; 0iw x w x  . maps under u to D , where D s diag t , . . . , t , and thattis1 1 ni
w xw x w x  .  y.  q. yD D s D . Thus u b s u b u b , where b is given by
n K ; 0ic .aF , a tq iis1agF
and bq is given by
n K ; 0i b .aE ,  at qiis1 agF
 y.  q. F 0so in particular u b / 0 / u b . We know from our study of U and
G 0  y.  y. w xU that if u b / 0 then u b s L for some lower triangular matrix
 q. w xL. Similarly u b s U for some upper triangular matrix U. The number
t is thus the sum of the entries in row i of U, and also the sum of thei
entries in column i of L. This means that in this case e e s j jL U i, j j, k
 .for suitable i, j, k g I n, r and we see that this quantity is nonzero
because Schur's product rule shows that it is nonzero in the classical case.
 . w xw xTherefore u b s L U is a distinguished ¨-codeterminant.
w xw x w xw xConversely, any distinguished ¨-codeterminant L U such that L U
/ 0 has a unique element of B which maps to it, by reversing the previous
argument. The integers in the expression of b determine the coefficients
.of the matrices L and U, and vice versa.
Ãl w xw xDEFINITION. For each distinguished ¨-codeterminant Y s L U , wei, j
l  .define the element F to be that element of B as above which mapsi, j
w xw xunder u to L U .
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.6 kernel of u . The kernel of u : U gl ª S n, r has asn ¨
a basis all elements of B which map to zero under u together with all elements
of form
Fl y C l, i , j Fm ,i , j m , a , b a , b
m , a , b
where Y l is a distinguished but non-standard codeterminant and Y m is ai, j a, b
standard codeterminant.
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Proof. This follows from the straightening formula for ¨-codetermi-
nants applied to the set of distinguished ¨-codeterminants and the fact
that each element of B maps to zero or to a distinguished ¨-codetermi-
nant.
 . w xCOROLLARY 3.7 explicit surjectivity . Let A be a basis element of
 . S n, r , where e corresponds to j . We assume, as we may, that j F j¨ A i, j a b
.whene¨er a - b. Then the element of U gi¨ en by
C wt j. , i , j Fm , m , a , b a , b
m , a , b
 . mwhere the sum is taken o¨er all m, a, b such that Y is standard, mapsa, b
w xunder u to A .
Ãwt j.w xProof. The element A is equal to the codeterminant Y , becausei, j
  ..e s j s j j and j s l wt j . This is equal, by the straighteningA i, j i, j j
formula for ¨-codeterminants, to
wt j. , i , j ÃmC Y . m , a , b a , b
m , a , b
The claim now follows from the definition of the elements F.
Applications. An important application of Theorem 3.5 is that it gives
an easy proof of the semistandard basis theorem, which is one of the main
w x w xresults in 2 . This application is explained in detail in 5, Sect. 5 .
Another application of the theorem is that it helps a great deal in
 .proving that the structure constants for Du's canonical basis for S n, r lieq
w y1 x w xin N ¨ , ¨ . This is carried out in full in 7 .
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